
Lab 6
An abstract interpretor for MiniC

Objective

• Write an abstract interpreter for the MiniC language in Python.
• Implement classical finite abstract domains, and some infinite ones.
This lab is adapted from a lab by Pierre Roux, in the particular setting of MiniC and PYTHON/ANTLR4,

some of the provided code was designed by C. Dokzcal in 2018-19 and extended by Marc De Vismes in 2019-
20.

You have THREE lab sessions to design your abstract interpretor. Your work is due on Tomuss before
Sunday, Dec 1st, 6pm, STRICT. Instructions (infra, tests, documentation) are like all other labs.

Lab preparation The files are in the TP06 folder, git pull to obtain them. For the second session of the lab,
you will have to install a polyhedra library.

6.1 Provided files

6.1.1 The MiniC language (MiniC.g4, MiniCTypingVisitor.py)

We give you a grammar MiniC.g4 and a typing visitor MiniCTypingVisitor.py similar to previous Labs, but
extended with two features:

expr := ... | rand(e1,e2)
stmt := ... | assert(b)

The expression rand(n,m) evaluate to a random (int) number in the interval [n,m]. If n > m, then the expres-
sion never return (so ⊥ for the abstract analyser). The following features of MiniC will not be used:

• Non-integer variables.
• Strings and Floats.
• Extensions from previous labs (arrays, for loops, ternary if expressions).
• Functions. Only the main function will be analysed.

The objective of the lab is to write an abstract analyser for programs written in this variant of MiniC. The
rand instruction will permit to add a bit of non determinism, and the assert instruction will be used to check
if your computed invariants are precise enough to prove numerical properties.

The code of your abstract analyser will take the same structure as in former labs, namely a visitor will
visit the abstract grammar to abstractly evaluate each grammar construction. You will have to completely
design this visitor, which should be agnostic of the abstract domain you use. The abstract domains will be
implemented in separate files, which are the object of section 6.1.2.

6.1.2 The Abstract Values (AbstractValueClasses.py, AbstractValue.py)

We give you in AbstractValueClasses.py the class LatticeElement, which is a generic class from which all
abstract domains will inherit. As an example, we provide you an implementation of the SignLatticeElement
class, in file AbstractValue.py. In AbstractValueClasses.py you can ignore any segment of the code con-
cerning relval, as they are used internally, and only relevant for the polyhedron abstract domain (second
session of the lab).

In the abstract value class are defined the constants > and ⊥, as they are generic (common to all abstract
domains). Each abstract domain implementation will have to properly define abstract values and the opera-
tions on them, as defined in the course.
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For instance, LatticeElement takes care of the behaviour of > and ⊥, while SignLatticeElement take
care of the behaviour of the values ⊕,0,ª. This abstract domain, depicted in Figure 6.1 will be used propagate
information about the signs of the program variables. Contrarily to the course, the information is strict, which
will allow us to prove the absence of error in some divisions.

>

ª 0 ⊕

⊥

γ(>) = Z

γ(+) = {n ∈Z | n > 0}
γ(−) = {n ∈Z | n < 0}
γ(0) = {0}
γ(⊥) = ;

Figure 6.1: The Sign abstract domain is the cross product of what is depicted here.

In the LatticeElement class, the methods join, meet, __add__ (i.e. the infix operation +), and all the
abstract transfer functions are defined generically : they compute the expected behaviour for> and⊥, then call
to the methods _value_join, _value_meet, _value_add, . . . to compute the expected results for the other
abstract values of the specific abstract domain. For signs, SignLatticeElement only overrides the methods
of the form _value_xxx, and the method of_int (and the methods __repr__ and __str__ used to help
debugging). You should never need to override other methods.

The file AbstractValueClasses.py also include the class BooleanLatticeElement, as the comparisons of
lattice elements may use boolean lattice elements. We give you some additional methods for them (conjunction,
. . . ). Additionally, the file AbstractValueClasses.py contains the class AbstractValueMap, used for dictionar-
ies of lattice elements. Its methods contain point-wise applications of methods of LatticeElement.

There will be an additional exercise to implement the Polyhedra Abstract domain, later.

Missing peace of code

In 2019-2020’s version of the provided code, the class SignLatticeElement is missing the following method:

@classmethod
def _value_neq(cls, v1, v2):
if v1 != v2:
return BooleanLatticeElement.true()

elif v1 == v2 == Sign.Zero:
return BooleanLatticeElement.false()

else:
return BooleanLatticeElement.top()

6.1.3 The tests infrastructure

The command python3 Main.py --domain=domain filename.c execute you abstract analyser on the file
filename.c, using the abstract domain domain, which is either sign, constant, interval or polyhedron.

We give you a Makefile, as usual. The command make tests execute your abstract analyser on the test
files, and compare the results to the pragmas, using:

• The sign abstract domain on the files included in tests/assert_sign.
• The constant abstract domain on the files included in tests/assert_cst.
• The interval abstract domain on the files included in tests/assert_intv.
• The polyhedron abstract domain on the files included in tests/assert_poly.
• All the abstract domains on the files included in tests/assert_all.
We give you some test files. Their name are of the form ExN_xxx.c, where ExN means those files should

be tested successfully at the end of Exercise N. Initially, only files for signs are tested, don’t forget to change
test_abstract_interpreter.py.
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6.2 Abstract Analyser for MiniC programs

EXERCISE #1 Ï Simple Abstract Analyser for Signs

Edit the (almost empty) file MiniCAbstractVisitor.py to implement a very simple abstract analyser. Your
program should be generic, as you will later replace Sign by others abstract domains.

Specification

• The output must be a sequence of :

– assert at line N:verified (the boolean expression is proven to be True),
– assert at line N: failed to verify (the boolean expression is False or >),
– assert at line N:unreachable (the boolean expression is ⊥).

• For integer expressions, your analyser must support all additive operations, parentheses, and the rand
(expr1,expr2) expression. Integer multiplication, division, and modulo are ignored (raise a non im-
plemented exception, up to Exercise 5).

• For boolean expressions, your analyser must support all the comparisons of integer expressions. Boolean
atoms, negation, conjunctions and disjunctions are ignored (up to Exercise 5)

• For statements, your analyser must support assignment, While and If statements, though guards of
While and If statements should be handled naively: they should all be evaluated to >, i.e. no infor-
mation. Exercise 4 will focus on more clever handling of guards.

• Printing statements do nothing in the abstract interpreter (you can use it for debug purpose).

Architecture of the visitor To design your abstract evaluator, you should abstractly evaluate expressions and
statements so that they modify the current abstract value (of type AbstractValueMap) stored as a global vari-
able in the Visitor (self._memory).

• The abstract evaluation of e1+e2 can be done with the following scheme, inspired by the Codegen visitor
of Lab 4 :

– do recursive calls to abstract evals of e1 and e2: as a side effect, these two recursive calls add new
fresh variables t1 and t2 with new values to the current abstract value (map).

– generate a new fresh variable tres

– make a call to self._memory.abstractAdd(tres,t_1,t_2), ie the implementation of the ab-
stract plus in the chosen abstract domain. The current abstract value is modified (it has a new
value for tres)

– clean up a bit the current abstract value (see later).

• The abstract evaluation of x := e should first evaluate e, get back the associated variable, and call
self._memory.abstractAssignName(x, tres). As a side effect the current abstract value is modi-
fied.

• The abstract evaluation of boolean expressions should make a call toself._memory.abstractRel(tres,t_1,R,t_2),
similarly to the evaluation of numerical expressions, but with an element R of the class Relation. The
computed new abstract values stay however in the provided boolean abstract domain.

• For tests, the evaluation of boolean expressions should compute the result of the boolean expression, but
we can do more: think of what would mean x ≤ 5 evaluated to > in a test. We propose that the abstract
guard also returns two abstract values which should be propagated in each branch of the test (in the
same example, we would know that x is positive in the left hand side of the branch). In the first version of
your evaluator these two abstract values should be>, see the implementation of_value_simple_guard(...)
for the Sign abstract domain.
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• Because of the proliferation of temporary variables, and to sanitize a bit your abstract value map at well
chosen evaluation points by calling a function self._memory.eraseDummyVar(t_i). Alternatively,
you can use self._memory.eraseAllDummyVars() For instance, you can project out all variables that
are not regular program variables. It is always a good idea to clean abstract values before a meet or a join,
. . .

• Be careful while evaluating an assert, only the final diagnostic after stabilisation should be printed.

At this step, make tests must succeed for examples in tests/assert_sign. Of course you should also add
your own relevant test cases.

EXERCISE #2 Ï Constant Abstract Domain
Modify the file AbstractValue.py to implement the constant abstract domain. Not all methods are useful yet,

you can postpone the implementation of _value_widen and _value_infer to Exercise 4, and of _value_mul
to Exercise 5.

The constant (a.k.a. Kildall) abstract domain makes it possible to find variables which are constants at a
certain point in the program. It can also be used to simplify expressions or eliminate dead code in a compiler.

>

·· · −2 −1 0 1 2 · · · 42 · · ·

⊥

γ(>) = Z

γ(n) = {n }
γ(⊥) = ;

EXERCISE #3 Ï Interval Abstract Domain

The interval abstract domain is much more precise than the two other abstract domain, at the cost of being
of infinite height. The lattice is (D ],v]) with D ] =⊥ ∪ {(n1,n2) ∈ (Z∪ {−∞ })× (Z∪ {+∞ }) | n1 ≤ n2}.

(−∞,+∞)

...

· · · (−1,1) · · ·

· · · (−1,0) (0,1) · · ·

· · · (−1,−1) (0,0) (1,1) · · ·

⊥

γ(−∞,+∞) = �−∞,+∞�
γ(−∞,n) = �−∞,n�
γ(n,+∞) = �n,+∞�
γ(n1,n2) = �n1,n2�
γ(⊥) = ;

We remind 1 you that in the case of intervals, a widening operator should be used to accelerate the conver-
gence of the fixpoint calculation.

The idea is to extrapolate in the computation, so that we reach a result without going upwards ad infinitum
in a lattice of unbounded height:

x]Oy ] =



�a,b� if x] = �a,b� , y ] = �c,d� ,c ≥ a,d ≤ b
�a,+∞� if x] = �a,b� , y ] = �c,d� ,c ≥ a,d > b
�−∞,b� if x] = �a,b� , y ] = �c,d� ,c < a,d ≤ b
�−∞,+∞� if x] = �a,b� , y ] = �c,d� ,c < a,d > b
y ] if x] =⊥
x] if y ] =⊥

1or it will be explained in the second AI course
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EXERCISE #4 Ï Guards
We now wish to take in account the guards of If and While statements in a much clever way as before . Note

that this feature is complex, hence should be tested extensively.
The analysis of guards is an endless quest. In this exercise, we restrict ourself to guards of the form

var R expr, where var is an integer variable name, R is a comparison, and expr is an integer expression,
for instance x > 0 or x == x-1.

Other types of guards should not be ignored, but abstracted to safe trivial abstract values, like before
Since we do not make any relational analysis yet, the analyser will likely not remark that x == x-1 is always

false, but this is normal.
For all the preceding abstract domains (including Signs), refine the implementation of_value_simple_guard(...)

EXERCISE #5 Ï Extensions
Extend the abstract values and the abstract analyser implementations to support the following features:

• Integer multiplication.

• Integer division and modulo. The result of a division or modulo should be > (we do not aim for more in-
formations). However, a warning Warning div by 0 line N or Warning mod by 0 line N should
be raised if needed. Absence of warnings means the analyser certify that division or modulo by zero
cannot happen.

• Boolean conjunction, disjunction, negation and atoms, including in guards of If and While statements.

6.3 Last session: The Polyhedral Abstract Domain

Polyhedra form a relational abstract domain. They can store informations such that x + y ≤ 42, and to easily
certify that x −x = 0.

Important note: what we call polyhedra here are polyhedra with integer values. The library we use auto-
matically infers information from the fact that values are integer.

Operations on polyhedra can be found in Polyhedron.py, though you first need to install a polyhedral
library called LinPy.

EXERCISE #6 Ï Linpy install and test - Personal machines

Clone the adequate git repository:

git clone https://scm.cri.ensmp.fr/git/linpy.git

Then, inside the git repository, launch the installation:

python3 ./setup.py install --user

You might have to install the libisl-dev package (and libisl21).
To test your installation, make test, then (in the examples directory) python3 tutorial.py.

EXERCISE #7 Ï Linpy install and test - ENSL machines
We give you an archive contained the linpy library and static librairies it depends. Untar somewhere and :

python3 ./setup.py install --user

from the linpy subdirectory.
You need to add the poly directory to the LD_LIBRARY_PATH:

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/path/to/poly
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH #better in .bashrc !

To test the installation of the library:

cd /path/to/poly/linpy/examples
python3 tutorial.py
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Note: Polyhedra of linpy do not use a predefined set of variables, those are dynamically determined. So you
don’t need to manually add new variables to a polyhedron.

EXERCISE #8 Ï Preliminaries

• For the moment, the dummy variables created by method newFreshVar contain a # symbol that is not
accepted by the polyhedron library, you should first replace this character by an underscore _ in the
method.

Note: consequently we assume for now that the variables used in the analysed programs do not contain
any variable starting by Dummy_.

• Make sure that all your accesses to the abstract state in the abstract interpretation visitor use the meth-
ods of the class AbstractValueMap, e.g. you should not use self._memory._values[..].

Indeed the implementation of polyhedra will reuse the same interface but will not contain a dictionary
(of course). In fact there is one dictionary for Boolean values, but not for integers.

• We advise you to define the new map for polyhedra, named PolyhedronAbstractValueMap in the
AbstractValue.py file.

EXERCISE #9 Ï Polyhedron
Polyhedra are a relational abstract domain, thus you will not be able to reason on single element, but instead

have to reason on the state of all variables at the same time. Consequently to implement this abstract domain,
you should create a class that inherits from AbstractValueMap and represents the abstract state, instead of a
class that inherits form LatticeElement and represents an abstract value.

You will have to implement the abstract value computation of polyhedra as operations over linear expres-
sions and use intersections with known polyhedra. For example, the unary minus can be implemented as
follows:

def abstractUnaryMinus(self, nres, n):
lin = to_lin_expr(nres)+to_lin_expr(n)
self._values = poly_inter(self._values,poly_eqz(lin))

Read carefully the file polyhedron.py that extracts the useful functions from linpy: you should directly
use the functions defined in this file in the following.

Don’t forget to put the boolean values in a dictionary (recall they are only used as temporary variables in
the abstract interpreter).

• Override each of the method that was defined forAbstractValueMap in thePolyhedronAbstractValueMap
class. Be careful that variable names can be either Booleans or integers, Booleans are fetched in the dis-
cretionary while integers are stored as polyhedra.

In a first time do not implement NEQ and multiplication, or more precisely infer the top polyhedron,
named Universe.

• Now you can implement multiplicative expression by detecting when one of the operands is a constant
(other cases are still resolved to Universe)

• Finally implement NEQ, the most precise you can do is with two successive comparisons.
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